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5. Non-standard methods.
It is we11-known that u1trafi1ter masses (or measures:this stronger
termino10gy may be used when the cardina1ity of the index set is measu
rab1e)are a too1 in non-standard ana1ysis for the construction of the
re1evant superstructure.
In [4J it is shown how some fundamenta1 ideas in this fie1d may be
introduced through a finite1y additive probabi1ity measure (i.e.,
a mass) on the index set, extending the concept of u1trapower to that
of"jl- power" .
To facilitate the exposition, the attention was confined to a stru
cture t; = <E, ~, consisting of a non-empty set E and a set ~
of re1ations on E. Given an index set J, 1et Il
·th (J) 1 h "1)= <*E, * m>Wl Il =: t e superstructure ~ ~
be a mass on ip(J),
consists of the set
*E of a11 functions f: J ~ E (modulo ll-nu11 sets)
Re" R "is true" (loose1y speaking) in the "mode1"
and any re1ation
*.0(j if and on1y
if it is true in t for a1most all • e J (here each va1ue of one afJ
the "equiva1ent" functions, with domai n J , defining an e1ement *of E,
point of E; "E • a proper extension of E, by virtue of condi1S a 1S
tion (1) : cfr.[4J) .
Let us consider, to be definite, the structure given by the ordered
fie1d R. It is c1ear that, using Il-powers instead of u1trapowers
(i.e., arbitrary masses on J instead of u1trafi1ter ones), *R is not
necessari1y a fie1d (and, moreover, it is on1y partia11y ordered): take,
for examp1e, A c J with O < Il (A) < 1. Its characteristic function xA
is not equiva1ent to the null function O, and so gives rise, in *"8,
to an e1ement (i.e., an equiva1ence c1ass modulo ll-nu11 sets) [XA] which
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• not :t0 = [OJ; the same i s true for XJ_A • But XA • XJ_A =O, and1S
• :tt the product [xA1 [XJ-A] of this two non-nul1 elements isso 1n •
null (i.e., :tR has zero divisors).
This fact, from the usual point of view adopted in the costruction of
non-standard models of the reals, should be considered a "defect", since
it is possible (as it is wel1 known) to build up an en1argement :tR which
is an ordered field (though, of course, a non-archimedean one). But it
is possib1e to look at the question fromdifferent viewpoints, similar
(apart from the dropping out of the condition of a-additivity for the
measure on the i ndex set) to those 5 ketched by D • Scott i n [12J .
A problem of interest in probability theory is the following: if we
take to be a measure, it does not exist a denumerable "uniform"
(and measurab1e) partition of the index set
for each n, otherwise
J = U1E ,with ~(E )=0
n= n n
(impossible) .
On the other hand, if is only a mass and such a partition exists,
the latter inequa1ity is consistent with Prop. l; moreover we show the po~
sibility of 100king at it as a sort of "non-standard" countable additivity.
To begin with, we may give a meaning to (with :ta e i<R)
n
by
choosing suitable representatives
00
n"lan(i) converges for almost all
:t
a of a (n - 1,2, ... ) such that
n n
i e J, and by putting
(7)
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•
Now, we remark that, since xE - O for a1most a11 j e J, we have
n
XE 1- t o ; on the other hand,
nJ
and so
If we app1y (7) to
[\ 1 , we get
n
XE ÀS representati ve of
n
00 .0 00E = E
n=l n=l
So an uniform probabi1ity distribution on a countab1e set does not
conf1ict, in ~,with "countab1e additivity" of ~ .
We point out that this approach differs from the we11-know one (see,
e.g., [5J ' [9J) through t-finite sets: is there some hope that such "mo-
de1s"wou1d open new trends in this fie1d?
